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Brian Black and Laurie Patton, eds., Dialogue in Early South Asian Religions:
Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain Traditions. Burlington: Ashgate, 2015. 275 pages.

Arising from a dialogically themed workshop project, this edited collection forms

part of Brian Black and Laurie Patton’s engaging Ashgate series “Dialogues in

South Asian Traditions: Religion, Philosophy, Literature and History.” This

volume’s focus is the literary form of dialogue in early South Asian religious and

philosophical texts as a frame device that commonly contains a conversation

between a student and a teacher (in various guises). Additionally, and in keeping

with the series’ aim of assuming “the plural dimensions of religious identities” in

South Asia, the authors also stress the dialogic rather than the discrete nature of

early Indic religion by highlighting intersections between Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain

texts. The studies are usefully organized into three sections, which each explore a

different aspect of dialogue. The first section considers how dialogue functions

internally in a text and how it self-consciously reflects the orality of its own

transmission. The second section examines the connections between different texts

within a religious tradition in terms of how dialogues refer to other dialogues, both

to invoke authority and to signify formal innovation. The final section focuses on

how intertextuality is used to craft responses to other religious traditions by drawing

on the inherent capacity of dialogue to mediate social difference. Overall, the

collection provides a high-resolution image of the current field of the narrative,

literary, and socioliterary study of early South Asian religious texts and combines a

range of complex approaches.

In a comparative analysis of the role of dialogue as a framing device in the

Mahābhārata and the Rāmāyaṇa, Alf Hiltebeitel proposes that the archetypal

Rāmāyaṇa, as the potentially slightly later text (38), introduces an innovation by

transposing dialogue into the rhetorical trope of apostrophe, the act of addressing a

personification or abstraction (37). The “net effect” of the apostrophic structure of

the Rāmāyaṇa is that we must “imagine Rāma involved in an interior dialogue with

himself” (38). In contrast, the dialogic subtales of the Mahābhārata set up “mirrors,

puzzles, and echoes” (38) with the main story by “braiding” or intertwining

“dialogue levels within its larger dialogical frame structure” (42). This itself reflects

the identity of the Mahābhārata within a group of classical Dharma texts that rely

on precedent and intertextual citation to construct authority (40–41). The

Rāmāyaṇa, however, is aligned with other Dharma texts that “claim authority

independent of and above such a nexus of debate” (41).

Anna Aurelia Esposito portrays dialogue as a technique to induce and reflect real-

world experience. She concludes that the “dizzying” array of dialogic narrative

layers in the Jain Vasudevahiṇḍī is a formal illustration of a doctrinal point: the

“reader is deliberately abandoned in the wilderness of dialogues” in order “to

experience the sensation to be completely lost—lost not only in this thicket of

stories, but also in the complex and incomprehensible nature of the world” (91). The

only way out of this chaos is to cling to the teachings of the Mahāvı̄ra (90). Focusing

on the Mahāyāna Prajñāpāramitāsūtras, Douglas Osto highlights a “stylistic

conservatism” (133) that emphasizes the discourses and dialogues of mainstream

Buddhism over the magical displays more common to Mahāyāna. Yet conservative
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literary devices, including the conceit of orality in written texts and the employment

of characters from mainstream Buddhism, are skillfully used to construct authority,

and thus to “soften the blow” of the radically innovative doctrine of emptiness

(śūnyatā) (133). Elsewhere, Andrew J. Nicholson argues that investigating textuality

itself makes a valuable contribution to assessments about the philosophical status of

Indic texts. Specifically, he analyzes dialogic formats across three genres of Indian

philosophy: the gītā or song, the polemic (or fivefold-adhikaraṇa format), and early

doxography. Nicholson compares these forms with the Western canon, notably

Socratic dialogue and both Aristotelian (153) and Hegelian dialectic (164).

In content, the volume firmly embraces the notion of a dialogic intimacy between

early Indic religions. Thus Black presents ambiguity as a textual strategy “to tolerate

potentially subversive positions” (256), relating such strategies to Amartya Sen’s

recent claim in The Argumentative Indian that Indian history uses dialogue to

demonstrate a toleration of diversity (243). More explicitly, as Jonathan Geen’s

chapter shows, literary templates of dialogues transit fluidly across Brāhman
˙
ical,

Jain, and Buddhist social contexts. Formally, this edited collection is itself

dialogically interwoven so that the chapters refer to each other, drawing together

themes across traditions. And Dialogue in Early South Asian Religions does not

neglect its dialogic encounter with us, its readers. Naomi Appleton considers the

real-world audiences that mirror the ideal interlocutors inside the textual frame of

the jātaka stories. She includes not only past audiences but also today’s readers, who
seek to identify themselves with the model audiences of the text and who continue

to soak up the words of the Buddha (111). When Hiltebeitel suggests that his essay

may offer “improved possibilities” to promote contemporary dialogue between

“informed teachers, colleagues, and students” of the Indian epics (37), he makes a

claim that can be extended to the volume as a whole. Yet as part of this

conversation, the title might have included more than a nod towards more recent and

expansive theories of dialogue (for example, Mikhail M. Bakhtin, Martin Buber,

Julia Kristeva) in addition to the traditional philosophical perspectives included.

Karen O’Brien-Kop

School of Oriental and African Studies, London, United Kingdom

Christopher Key Chapple and Arindam Chakrabarti, eds., Engaged Emancipation:
Mind, Monks, and Make-Believe in the Mokṣopāya (Yogavāsiṣṭha). Albany: SUNY
Press, 2015. 324 pages.

This edited volume is a welcome addition of essays on the Yogavāsiṣṭha, an eleventh-
century Sanskrit poetic text that is also called the Mokṣopāya, a supplementary title

that emphasizes the importance of liberation in the text. The text relates the narrative

of the sage Vasis
˙
t
˙
ha counseling his student Rāma by telling the young man a series of

sixty-four stories that are intended to bring Rāma from a condition of ignorance to one

of wisdom. The text represents a nondualistic philosophical position, reflecting the

philosophy of Kashmir Śaivism. The sage Vasis
˙
t
˙
ha is credited with the authorship of

the text along with being a major protagonist within it.
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The editors have arranged the book into three sections dealing with reality shifts,

human agency and world creation, and engaged emancipation. In the first section, a

reader finds the following essays: Matthew Mackenzie discusses the body and how

lived experienced of the body can be conceived of as sam
˙
sāric experience. Bruno Lo

Turco looks at the narrative of a female character named Lı̄lā who subverts the

reality of the world; Turco’s interpretation of the text indicates that there is a single

reality that is identified as consciousness, making the world a state of this

consciousness. Sthaneshwar Timalsina focuses on appearance (ābhāsa), a term used

in two senses in the text—self-luminosity and false appearance. The last three

essays in this section address the theme of subjectivity. Arindam Chakrabarti

discusses dreams and insists that the notion of impermanence can be reduced to a

dream thesis of dubious reality; while Garth Bregman examines the notion of

jagadānantya (endless worlds) in the text with reference to quantum mechanics

which actively suggests the possibility of multiple worlds that exist simultaneously.

Thirdly, Timalsina (in his second essay in this section) draws parallels between the

magical realism of Jorge Luis Borges and the Yogavāsiṣṭha, concluding that neither

believes in a linear concept of time, although they both agree that the conscious

gaze is reality.

The next section of the book, which addresses human agency, begins with an

essay on the role of human behavior in determining the world that a person inhabits.

Pranati Ghosal looks at human action and fate and to what extent human actions are

preordained. Roddam Narasimha indicates how the text reveals mental powers and

is critical of the notion of fate, while Christopher Key Chapple shows how Rāma

adopts the virtues of knowledge, restraint, and dispassion in an essay focusing on

ethical and psychological issues. Next, Menaha Ganesathasan discusses dreams and

how fictional allegories enable a person to recognize their errors based on examples

from the text. Finally, Chakrabarti examines the relationship of the self, will, and

body in the text with the intention of examining the spiritual culture of the body.

In the third section on the theme of embodied liberation, Andrew Fort looks at

detachment and worldly action by examining the body, mind, impressions, and

states of consciousness with regards to the jīvanmukti (a person liberated while

alive), while Chapple examines the role of nature in the text and the sage’s embrace

of the great elements.

Readers will find some of the authors’ conclusions interesting. MacKenzie, for

instance, interprets the Yogavāsiṣṭha as a transformative philosophical text that can

radically transform a person’s worldview and concrete experience. He also finds the

text subversive because it undermines common assumptions about reality. In

another essay, Ghosal argues that the text is an uncompromising champion of self-

determination. In another, Ganesathasan considers that the text is similar to other

nondualisms that have problems explaining the significance of moral behavior,

although he does claim that the various narratives of the text are vehicles for moral

knowledge.

The editors and the various authors of the essays in this fine book have

successfully provided readers of South Asian literature with an invaluable scholarly

resource that will contribute to their understanding and appreciation of the

Yogavāsiṣṭha. The wait for this type of study of the Yogavāsiṣṭha has been worth it.
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The essays in this volume should prove to have enduring significance. Despite the

overall positive assessment of this book, however, there is one glaring omission in

its treatment of a text that contains numerous narratives. Narratives, whether

preserved orally or in writing, are not static entities; they are, rather, dynamic

because they often change over time in response to new challenges or events that are

encountered by a culture. Narratives are often subjected to redactions that can

assume the form of deletions or additions to a story. Unfortunately the various

essays in the book under review lack this critical perspective on the Yogavāsiṣṭha
and tend to treat it rather as a fixed text.

Carl Olson

Allegheny College, Meadville, Pennsylvania

Ranjeeta Dutta, From Hagiographies to Biographies: Rāmānuja in Tradition and
History. Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2014. 258 pages.

Rāmānuja (traditionally, 1017–1137) is one of the most important teacher-

philosophers of medieval India, known for systematizing the Rāmānuja darśana
(Rāmānuja’s path), later known as Viśis

˙
t
˙
ādvaita (qualified nondualism). A towering

figure for the Śrı̄vais
˙
n
˙
ava communities, his vast corpus of intellectual works has

justifiably attracted scholarly attention, particularly in efforts to map the develop-

ment of crucial philosophical concepts such as bhakti and prapatti. Yet, there

remains a dearth of studies that seek to place Rāmānuja within a sociohistorical

context, which is understandable given the lack of historically accurate biographical

information about him.

Ranjeeta Dutta’s book on Rāmānuja offers an essential complement to the

many studies of his philosophy and its crucial role in shaping Śrı̄vais
˙
n
˙
avism.

Primarily relying on several Śrı̄vais
˙
n
˙
ava hagiographic sources composed between

the twelfth and fifteenth centuries, Dutta offers us not a biography of Rāmānuja,

but a history of his reception, both within emergent Śrı̄vais
˙
n
˙
avism, and beyond.

The book proposes to answer how and why Rāmānuja came to be depicted as a

champion of the oppressed and a far-thinking teacher, who rejected caste and

advocated that the path to God was open to all. How did this enduring image

come to be constructed, particularly in contemporary accounts and in contradis-

tinction to his precursor, Śaṅkara, who is often characterized as unconcerned with

the affairs of the world? Indeed, as Dutta points out, the contrast between these

two seminal figures in Hindu intellectual history is marked by how each has come

to be labeled in English language scholarship: Śaṅkara is the philosopher, while

Rāmānuja is the theologian.

The book’s six chapters carefully construct the answers to these questions and

trace the history of Rāmānuja from various vantages. While Chapters One and Six

unpack the modern history of Rāmānuja as social reformer, the middle

chapters provide historical texture and close readings of textual sources, including

hagiographies and praise poems like stotras. Chapter One opens with a fascinating

narrative about Rāmānuja in Vrindavan, placing him beyond the narrow milieu of
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Southern India and pointing to his important but vexed role in the genealogy of the

Rāmānandı̄s, who while claiming him as a teacher of some significance to their

lineage, reject the Śrı̄vais
˙
n
˙
ava sampradāya that he institutionalized on account of

its adherence to caste rules and hierarchies. This opening discussion sets the

stage for Dutta’s arguments about how the “received image of Rāmānuja

manifests in different cultural modes in the modern era…[and] how the past

enters and is received and assimilated in the present” (24). The book’s

concluding chapter demonstrates this point with a survey of contemporary

representations of Rāmānuja that mute his contributions to Hindu philosophy so

as to valorize this medieval teacher as an advocate for the oppressed. Moving

beyond written biographies, to theater and dance, Dutta argues that Rāmānuja’s

story stripped of its many nuances has succumbed to the needs of the

contemporary moment and has become a monochromatic tale of dissent and

protest against caste injustices.

The persistent sense of Rāmānuja as a social reformer centers around a few well-

known episodes recorded in various hagiographies. The most famous of these are

his service under the non-Brāhman
˙
a teacher, Tirukacci Nambi, his rejection of his

wife after her ill-treatment of Nambi, and his revelation of the secret Vais
˙
n
˙
ava

mantra to all against the wishes of his teacher. The middle chapters in Dutta’s book

(Chapters Two to Five) place these incidents within the context of the development

of Śrı̄vais
˙
n
˙
avism, focusing on sites of institutional power, such as maṭhas and

temples, while also drawing attention to the many variations in how hagiographies

approach these episodes in their telling of Rāmānuja’s story. The substantial third

chapter establishes the institutional milieu in which the hagiographies developed—

maṭhas and temples—and demonstrates how Rāmānuja’s story was deployed to

frame him as the Śrı̄vais
˙
n
˙
avas’ most important teacher, while the fifth chapter on

“Devotion and Dissent” problematizes the easy and unequivocal modern charac-

terization of Rāmānuja as a social revolutionary. Dutta’s sensitive engagement with

the hagiographies on their own terms offers a nuanced intervention in the study of

Śrı̄vais
˙
n
˙
avism.

Dismissed as fanciful tales with little historical value, it is only in the past

twenty-five years that hagiography has emerged as a legitimate and valuable source

for the study of religious communities in India. Dutta’s monograph on Rāmānuja is

an important addition to this growing body of scholarship on hagiography in the

Indian subcontinent more broadly, and for the study of Hinduism more specifically.

Although rich in detail, the book’s accessible style makes it ideally suited to

advanced undergraduate seminars on bhakti. This book will also be of interest to

scholars and graduate students of Indian narrative, reception studies, the formation

of religious communities in India, Hindu saints, and medieval Hinduism and is

essential reading for anyone working on the Vais
˙
n
˙
ava sampradāyas.

Archana Venkatesan

University of California, Davis
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Fabrizio M. Ferrari, Religion, Devotion and Medicine in North India: The Healing
Power of Śītalā. London: Bloomsbury, 2015. 245 pages.

Śı̄talā, according to the Monier Monier-Williams Sanskrit-English Dictionary, is

“the goddess inflicting small-pox” (1078). This goddess is feared and dangerous,

bringing diseases to those who neglect to worship her. At least that is how she is

presented in popular, lay culture. Fabrizio M. Ferrari presents a lucid and complex

study of this Hindu goddess whose various narratives are enmeshed with the

complex relationships between urban and rural, Indian and colonial, and male and

female. His purposes are to recast the myth of the goddess Śı̄talā from that of the

bringer of disease to one of a benevolent goddess whose worshipers come to her for

protection from a wide array of ailments and also to catalog her worship across

North India, from West Bengal to Jammu to Rajasthan.

The book traces Śı̄talā from her earliest appearances in Purān
˙
ic sources from the

twelfth century to Bengali maṅgalkāvyas from the fifteenth century onward and to

modern bhakti gīti (devotional song). This introduction to the goddess is exhaustive,

though somewhat convoluted as references to her in literature are listed, one after

the other, without the addition of much contextualizing information. While some of

the literature discussed in this early chapter is revisited later, much is simply

referenced and cast aside without further investigation or contextualization. It

demonstrates that the goddess has lingered at the periphery of the literary tradition

for some time but does not explain why she is there.

Where Ferrari is strongest is in describing the performances of rituals he has

witnessed during many years of fieldwork. These sections, which make up the bulk

of the monograph, are colorful and clear in their descriptions of the how and why of

ritual performance. Curiously, there is a lack of discussion of ethical and

methodological issues. Many of the practitioner informants are women, and Ferrari

gives no sense of how these women reacted to a foreign male academic studying

their worship. It is clear that many of them trusted him, as they gave details of their

lives and religious experience, but one wonders if they held anything back. In one

instance Ferrari’s position as an outsider offered him an added layer of insight when

a fellow observer, assuming the author did not understand Bengali, offered an

opinion he likely would not have shared otherwise (99). Though unintentional, this

episode is indicative of the way in which Ferrari analyzes the rituals he observes

from various perspectives, giving a deeper understanding of how issues of class,

gender, and modernization are affecting these rituals as they are practiced today.

For example, a discussion of animal sacrifice focuses on the ritual behavior and

context of the hijṛā community as well as the controversy surrounding such

sacrifices in modern-day India. Ferrari revisits the theme of animal sacrifice

throughout the book, making special note of vegetarian offerings as either

supplemental or singular as a way of contrasting the various ways in which different

groups worship the same goddess.

Throughout, Ferrari argues that the prevailing understanding of Śı̄talā as the

bringer of disease misunderstands the way in which her worshipers interact with her.

He maintains that Śı̄talā is a women’s goddess, with roots in the rural, agricultural

society that has venerated her for her protective qualities, especially as they pertain
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to children. In this respect, she is not only a goddess who can cool the fever that

comes with smallpox, but can also offer her worshipers relief from a variety of

diseases and disempowering situations, such as poverty, famine, or childlessness.

The book argues that stories of Śı̄talā told in maṅgalkāvya and Western medical

and scholarly works have reshaped her mythology and iconography through

unintentional misunderstanding and misinterpretation. These works, normally

written by urban elites rather than by the more rural worshippers, have helped

shape the way that the goddess is understood and visually depicted. For example,

early imagery shows the goddess as digambara (sky clad) and a member of the

working community, while more recent versions have her draped in the red sāṛī of
an affluent woman; Ferrari describes this latter form as an example of gentrification

and Durgāfication: whereas she was originally depicted as a companion of Durgā,

she is now seen as a very form of Durgā.

Where Ferrari’s analysis of early texts is lacking, his investigation of works of

the colonial and modern era paints a vivid and clear picture of the iconographical

history of the goddess. His work acknowledges the quickly changing landscape of

Indian culture and hopes to capture the practices and stories associated with this

particular goddess within these concurrent shifting perspectives. He manages to

treat all perspectives and understandings of Śı̄talā with respect, allowing no one

group to retain ownership over a more authentic view of the goddess.

Patricia Sauthoff

School of Oriental and African Studies, London, United Kingdom

Joyce Burkhalter Flueckiger, Everyday Hinduism. Chichester: Wiley Blackwell,

2015. 256 pages.

Joyce Burkhalter Flueckiger’s Everyday Hinduism is a valuable addition to the

roster of books available for teaching courses on Hinduism and religions in India. It

emerges from both her experience as a teacher and many years of ethnographic

fieldwork in India and the United States. She explains that the book most

immediately is based on a course she teaches at Emory University, “Introduction to

Religion: Hinduism and Judaism.” Incorporating a wealth of material from

fieldwork in Chhattisgarh, Hyderabad, Tirupati and Atlanta, the book focuses on

“everyday ritual and narrative practices of specific people in specific places” (1). As

a result, it focuses on actions over concepts. The author argues that for most Hindus,

what they do on a daily basis, what they eat, whom they marry, and what special

occasions they celebrate often matter more than the grand concepts that are the

mainstay of most introductory treatments of Hinduism such as karma and saṃsāra.
This focus on the quotidian and practical is a great strength of the book, but also

requires care in how one uses it as a textbook. I return to this point below.

What are the everyday activities that Flueckiger discusses in lieu of the big

metaphysical concepts? Four of the chapters address Hindu theism and related

rituals. She shows how Hindu polytheism works by clustering deities into “narrative

families,” “temple families” and “ritual families.” This contextualized view of

polytheism works very well in explaining Hindu theology. She discusses both oral
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and visual modes of narrating the stories of the gods as well as ways of interacting

with deities through bhakti and pūjā. Her chapter on pilgrimage shows the richness

of Hindu temple traditions and, by discussing both a transnational site such as

Tirumala and a subregional one such as Narsingnath in western Orissa, gives a good

sense of the flavor of different pilgrimage cultures.

Flueckiger’s chapter on festivals discusses Divālı̄, Gan
˙
eśa Caturthı̄, and a local

festival in Tirupati. (My students noted the absence of Holı̄.) The chapter on vratas
brings in a discussion of gender, and the chapter on saṃskāras allows for a

discussion of how Hindus ritually construct a sense of personhood. The last chapter,

on ritual healing, possession, and astrology, shows us that attention to the everyday

involves topics that other textbooks often omit. Most everyone I know in India

engages with astrology, whether it be consulting a pañcānga before starting an

important activity or wearing a ring with the astrologically right gemstone for that

person—but many textbooks omit this material altogether, or else give it short shrift.

A textbook in many ways is like a cookbook: the real test of it is in the

application. I decided to use Flueckiger’s book in spring 2016 as the textbook for

the three-week section on Hinduism in my “Religions in India” course, a 100-level

general education course for first- and second-year students.

In her introduction, Flueckiger summarizes A. K. Ramanujan’s argument that

Indian and Hindu culture privileges a context-specific approach to dharma and

many other aspects of life, rather than a context-free one. I found it useful to begin

the course section on Hinduism by expanding upon her brief discussion of this

important conceptual framework, and then bringing it up again at many points in our

classroom discussions. Explicitly reminding the reader of context-specificity at key

junctures in the book would have been helpful.

Context also shapes the content of the book in another way. Everyday Hinduism
is rich with examples from the author’s fieldwork, and exploring the differences

among practices in rural Chhattisgarh, the pilgrimage center of Tirupati, and the

urban density of Hyderabad and Atlanta is one of the book’s strengths. In my case,

however, all of these are locations with which I am unfamiliar, and in using

examples from locations where I have conducted research—Banaras, Gujarat,

Rajasthan—I had to be careful that the sheer diversity of Hinduism as practiced did

not overwhelm the students.

The ethnographic emphasis of the book means that anyone teaching with it will

want to plan carefully to bring in many visual materials (videos, powerpoint

presentations) to supplement the text. Even though Flueckiger provides a large

number of illustrations, I and my students found that their small size and grayscale

presentation made them less effective in guiding classroom discussions than visual

materials I was able to project. The publisher has indicated that it might be prepared

to provide a linked website with many color illustrations; this would be invaluable.

Flueckiger’s ethnographic contexts may also explain something else that is

missing from the book. Central to the everyday experience of millions of Hindus is a

relationship with a guru. In many cases these are modern, urban “freelance” gurus,
and in other cases they are hereditary gurus who belong to specific sectarian

lineages (sampradāya) to which families also belong. None of this is found in the

book. Many gurus are renouncers, and for many Hindus interaction either with
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renouncers themselves, or the ideology of renunciation, is very important.

Renunciation is also missing.

One could reply that gurus, renouncers, and sampradāyas are all part of the

metaphysical side of Hinduism that Flueckiger has intentionally left out in order to

focus on the everyday. But gurus and renouncers, along with the big concepts such

as karma, saṃsāra, and mokṣa were precisely what most of my students wanted to

study.

Let me be clear. These observations are not meant to detract from Everyday
Hinduism. This is an excellent book. My students were drawn to the clarity of the

prose, and they appreciated Flueckiger’s use of personal anecdotes to enliven her

discussions. They felt that through her they were able to meet everyday Hindus

while seated in a classroom in central Ohio. As with any textbook, however, one

needs to consider closely the nature of the course in which one wants to use it. I

found that it did not work as well as I had hoped as the only written source in a

three-week section on Hinduism in an introductory survey course on the variety of

religious experience in South Asia. The problem was not with the book, however;

rather, at least as I had structured the course, it was the wrong course for Everyday
Hinduism. It would be invaluable reading for an introductory or intermediate

comparative course on everyday lived religion. I plan to assign it the next time I

offer my intermediate-level semester-long survey course devoted solely to

Hinduism. In that context, Flueckiger’s thick exploration of everyday Hinduism

will open up conversations about what kinds of content we look for when studying

religion and how to juxtapose contemporary everyday practice with historical,

literary, and philosophical materials drawn from texts. In these contexts, the many

strengths of the book will shine.

John E. Cort

Denison University, Granville, Ohio

Jessica Frazier, ed., Categorisation in Indian Philosophy: Thinking Inside the Box.
Surrey: Ashgate, 2014. 206 pages.

This book is an edited volume containing contributions by various authors, in most

cases each specializing in a particular Indian philosophical tradition. While several

of the six traditional Hindu darśanas are represented (Sām
˙
khya by Mikel Burley,

Nyāya by Stephen Phillips, Vaiśes
˙
ika by Shashiprabha Kumar and Jonardon Ganeri,

and Vedānta by Jessica Frazier), others are not (Yoga and Mı̄mām
˙
sa), and there are

(laudably) also contributions on the non-Hindu philosophical traditions of the

Buddhists (specifically Madhyamaka, by Jan Westerhoff) and the Jains (by W.

J. Johnson). In addition, there is a contribution on a scholarly tradition not usually

thought of as philosophical, namely, the Indian grammatical tradition (Vyākaran
˙
a

by Eivind Kahrs) and a short reflection on “Historical Perspectives” by Johannes

Bronkhorst. The unifying theme of this volume, and that which explains the

inclusion of vyākaraṇa in a book otherwise dedicated to philosophy, is “catego-

rization”—the special role of categories in Indian philosophical traditions and the

closely related grammatical tradition. As Jessica Frazier argues in her Introduction
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to the volume, “the alliance of metaphysics with logic, rather than with other

empirically-grounded methods can…be seen as a contingent western develop-

ment.…India offers an alternative trajectory. If Pythagoras and Plato saw eternal

truths in the necessities of logic, could Indian philosophers not identify deep

structures of reality in the intuitive categories into which the world appears to be

arrayed?” (2).

This book shares many of the typical strengths and weaknesses of scholarly

edited volumes. It lacks any unifying thesis, other than the just-quoted assertion that

categories have a special importance in Indian philosophy. In practice, this thesis

amounts to the setting of a theme for the book, “categorization,” that the individual

contributors interpret and work with in different ways. The strength of this format is

that we find gathered in one place unique and self-contained articles by nearly a

dozen experts in Indian philosophy. The weakness of the format is that little holds

these individual arguments together other than the rather broad theme of

categorization. Students and scholars who are relatively new to the study of Indian

philosophy will not find much help in this book in getting a grasp on the landscape

of Indian philosophical traditions as a whole. It will be of far greater use to

specialists in Indian philosophy or one of the particular philosophical traditions

represented among the contributions to the volume.

Although each contributor has his or her own particular thesis and approach to

the theme of “categorization,” the contributions, I would argue, can be divided

somewhat roughly into two groups that reflect two basic scholarly approaches to

Indian philosophy. On the one hand, there is the “Indological” approach, which

situates Indian philosophical traditions primarily in the scholarly discourse of

Indology and seeks to explicate Indian philosophical traditions mostly in terms of

their native Sanskrit categories, with minimal reference to Western academic

philosophy or philosophical categories. The contributions by Burley on Sām
˙
khya

and Frazier on Vedānta can be taken as exemplary of this approach. Burley argues

that while the various categories of prakṛti in the Sām
˙
khya system are often given

either a psychological or a cosmological interpretation (or both), they are best

understood on their own terms as an analysis of experience. Frazier, on the other

hand, argues that the entire Vedānta tradition can be understood as a working

through of different metaphors for how to reconcile the apparent multiplicity of the

world with its actual unity in Brahman.

The second approach to Indian philosophy is a more “philosophical” approach,

which, while certainly engaging meaningfully with the native Sanskrit categories,

situates the Indian philosophical tradition in question within the scholarly discourse

of Western philosophy and approaches it from that perspective. This second

approach is exemplified in particular by Ganeri in his contribution on “Later

Vaiśes
˙
ika,” in which he explores the nature of the “realism” (as a Western

philosophical category) advocated by the Vaiśes
˙
ika school.

There is no hard-and-fast division between these two approaches, either within

this volume or in scholarship on Indian philosophy in general. Moreover, I do not

wish to imply that either approach is better than the other. Both have their particular

value. On the one hand, it is important to have an “Indological” approach that seeks

to situate Indian philosophical traditions primarily within their Indian context and
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understand them on their own terms. On the other hand, the “philosophical”

approach is important to the Western academy in integrating Indian philosophical

insights into a Western scholarly discipline that continues to be very Eurocentric.

Nevertheless, most readers of this Journal, who are trained in Indology and/or South

Asian religions and are interested primarily in work situated within those scholarly

discourses, will likely find those contributions taking the former approach to be

more accessible and directly relevant to their own work.

Nathan McGovern

University of Wisconsin-Whitewater

C. J. Fuller and Haripriya Narasimhan, Tamil Brahmans: The Making of a Middle-
Class Caste. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2014. 288 pages.

In this exemplary book, C. J. Fuller and Haripriya Narasimhan examine the

community of Tamil Brahmans (Sanskrit Brāhman
˙
a) as one of the core groups that

comprise the modern Indian middle class. The authors paint us a picture of a

formerly traditional, rural landowning and purity-obsessed elite that has transmuted

itself into a new urban transnational middle class. This is an ambitious book whose

comprehensive approach covers the most important aspects of the Brahmans’ way

of life in their transition from the precolonial and colonial periods into Indian

modernity. But more importantly, the authors use Tamil Brahmans as a case study

that “particularly help[s] to explain, for example, the dynamics of both urban

migration and regional, national, and transnational movement; the formation of the

middle class; the interdependent relationship between caste and class; and the

changing position of women in modern India” (3–4).

The book is the result of ethnographic research conducted by the authors

mainly among information technology professionals employed by the leading

software companies and engineers working in Chennai’s manufacturing industry.

The rich material upon which Tamil Brahmans is based was collected during

several fieldwork seasons spanning a decade of collaborative work. This work is

significant since it contributes ethnographically to a fuller understanding of this

important elite group that plays an important role in the constitution of Indian

modernity. The study of this and other privileged groups in the contemporary

Indian subcontinent is crucial for furthering our understanding of the sociopolitical

dynamics in which caste and the reproduction of inequality and privilege are still

as important as ever.

The book’s main contribution is showing how Tamil Brahmanhood “as an old

caste elite has been transformed into a modern middle-class group” (15). At the

same time, the authors warn us that this transformation does not necessarily imply a

rejection of tradition, but rather that this mechanism consists in equating “traditional

Brahman and modern middle-class values, as if they were one and the same” (17).

After a general introduction, where one learns about the different groups among

Tamil Brahmans and the aims of the book, the first chapter describes the transition

from the village to the city, addressing among others the challenging issues of caste

and ritual purity. The next two chapters, which constitute the core of the book,
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discuss the transition in the field of education and employment from the colonial

period to post-Independence India. Here the authors examine how modern education

and the new employment opportunities brought by global companies in the IT and

engineering fields have given Tamil Brahmans the opportunity to raise their

socioeconomic status. The fourth chapter is entitled “The Changing Position of

Women” where the authors discuss how middle-class status is also reflected in the

changing position of women. In Chapter Five, the authors engage in an exercise of

comparative ethnography between the migration of Brahman communities in

Chennai, Bangalore, Mumbai, and the suburbs of American cities.

The sixth and last chapter before the conclusion is dedicated to the interrelated

spheres of religion, music, and dance. Here we learn how the ideal and highly

ritualized Brahman way of life has translated to both Indian cities (prominently the

city of Chennai) and diaspora communities abroad, mainly in the United States. In

this chapter the authors briefly examine how Sanskritic Hinduism and traditional

music and dance have shaped Tamil Brahmans’ particular middle-class sensibilities.

They also examine the importance of holding on to the Brahmans’ role as the

principal custodians of their religion and the musical and dance art forms and how

by doing this, they sustain their collective identity and position themselves as a class

and status group within the social structure.

This sixth chapter is arguably the most appealing one for the readers of this

Journal and those interested in the study of Hinduism. For someone expecting to

find the high-quality work that Fuller has demonstrated in his previous monographs

on the priests of the great temple of Madurai in Tamil Nadu, this section of the book

may be somewhat disappointing. Due to the extensive nature of the book and the

reduced space dedicated to the rich subject of this chapter, it lacks the ethnographic

detail and the critical analysis that one is accustomed to from Fuller’s previous

monographs. After all, as the authors write: “Religion has always been crucial to the

Tamil Brahmans’ relationship with non-Brahmans” (184). Unfortunately, the thirty-

seven pages of this chapter do little justice to this vast aspect that has been arguably

the most visible marker of caste in India, especially in a context where the status

quo of Brahmans has staunchly been challenged by the Dravidian movement and

where the use of Sanskrit and its associated symbols has always been a strong

political statement. Questions of purity and impurity, rites of passage, kinship and

gender relations, food, and virtually all the daily activities of Brahmans have long

been colored by religion to some degree or another, thus engendering an anxiety to

maintain a Brahmanical identity that is largely based on traditional ethical and

aesthetic values. Paradoxically, the Brahman is also confronted with the dilemma to

present himself as the very embodiment of modernity and in this way, forced to

constantly reinvent him- or herself within these seemingly opposing fields. This

Janus-like dichotomy of the modern and traditional self lies at the very core of the

construction of the contemporary Tamil Brahman and would be worthy of a book-

length study in and of itself.

While many of the chapters in Tamil Brahmans could themselves be expanded

into a series of books, this monograph will, nonetheless, be surely appreciated by
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anyone looking for a solid introduction to the subject and will probably remain an

important reference on the Tamil Brahmans for many years to come.

Borayin Larios

Universität Heidelberg, Germany

Daniel Gold, Provincial Hinduism: Religion and Community in Gwalior City. New
York: Oxford University Press, 2015. 304 pages.

Books about places in India have become a genre of sorts in religious studies. Diana

L. Eck’s treatment of Banaras, Anne Feldhaus’s work on pilgrimage in Maharashtra,

and James G. Lochtefeld’s study of Haridwar each foreground Hindu identity and

practice that are rooted in a specific geographic area. A major reason for this degree

of scholarly attention to discrete sites is that places are a critical marker of

communal and individual identity in India, whether that “platial” identity is

conceived of in terms of city, cultural region, or linguistic territory. While each of

these earlier works analyzes places that have great significance to Indians beyond

their own boundaries, Daniel Gold’s book about a medium-sized city in the

understudied and relatively overlooked state of Madhya Pradesh focuses on a place

that is really unremarkable in most respects. And that, Gold says, is the point:

Gwalior City represents for him the many, many medium-sized cities in India that

are not unaffected by or unattracted to currents of change radiating out from India’s

cosmopolitan metros, but that remain, nevertheless, attached to local tradition. The

resulting work is a defense of the “provincial” as a site of religious ferment worthy

of further examination.

The book’s early chapters are dedicated to a class analysis of those who attend

the city’s Hindu temples and to the ways those Hindus who frequent the S
˙
ūfı̄:

shrines in the city understand themselves in relation to Islam. Its second section

examines caste, class, and ethnic relationships in the various neighborhoods that

make up Gwalior and the final two chapters profile distinctly modern religious

institutions: one an āśram and one a reformist, Neo-Hindu organization. As Gold

makes clear throughout the narrative, his long personal history in the city, first as a

Peace Corps volunteer in the 1960s and then as a devotee of the guru who leads the

āśram, has given him a distinctive perspective. On the one hand, he has observed

directly and over the long term the growth and changes he documents and analyzes;

on the other, his is hardly a disinterested account. Throughout the book is threaded

this question: how do residents of such an average city negotiate their common

identities, as Indians, residents of Gwalior, Hindus, and so forth, while also fostering

practices that cement relations within distinct and discrete groups—devotees of a

charismatic guru, Maharashtrians, Sindhis, particular castes, and so forth?

Emblematic of Gold’s approach is his brief account of one individual who

occupies several conceptual worlds and crosses several boundaries; Irfan Khan is

from a Muslim family of qawwālı̄ singers who sometimes sings at the S
˙
ūfı̄: shrine

frequented by both Muslims and Hindus. His primary occupation, however, is as a

maker of Hindu images, which he carves and polishes. His main artistic outlet is not

qawwālı̄, but playing the role of female characters in a professional troupe that
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stages Rāmāyaṇa performances across Uttar Pradesh, tours during which he

assumes a Brahmin identity. In Gold’s Gwalior, identity is complicated. Individuals,
organizations, neighborhoods, religious sites, and institutions are crosscut by

countless lines of difference. Harmony and the crossing of boundaries is evident

everywhere, as is the reality of tension and conflict. This is what it means, Gold

suggests, to live in provincial North India: to occupy an environment in which both

the activation of lines of difference as well as the transgression of them are acts of

social belonging to a greater whole.

Gold’s fine-grained description of the complexities of Gwalior socioreligious life

is the book’s greatest strength. He quite deftly portrays how caste, class, language,

region of origin, political alliance, and sectarian affiliation continue to matter deeply

and often in contrasting ways. Provincial Hinduism captures the textures of religious

life in North India in straightforward descriptive prose. Gold neither obscures nor

apologizes for his semi-insider status, which is precisely the factor that allows him

to provide the level of nuance and detail that characterizes his account. Furthermore,

his is not a static snapshot, but an analysis of how migration and shifting political

winds act to shape a North Indian social environment.

Gold has also produced companion videos to the book’s chapters, available

through Cornell University’s South Asia program, that include video tours of the

sites the book discusses as well as interviews with many of its subjects. These six- to

thirty-five-minute films would make very helpful teaching tools.

It is a success of some note that precisely by reveling in the details of religious

life in this particular city, Gold has rendered something surprisingly familiar to

those who know places in North India with very different demographics. With

Provincial Hinduism, he has given us Gwalior as a kind of every-town in the turn-of-
millennium Hindi belt.

Brian K. Pennington

Elon University, North Carolina

Barbara A. Holdrege, Bhakti and Embodiment: Fashioning Divine Bodies and the
Devotional Bodies in Kṛṣṇa Bhakti. New York: Routledge, 2015. 489 pages.

Barbara A. Holdrege’s Bhakti and Embodiment is a study of sādhana-bhakti, the
regimen of practices prescribed by sixteenth-century Gaud

˙
ı̄ya authorities by which

devotees transform their sādhaka-rūpa, or biological body, through preman (“love”)

and realize their siddha-rūpa, a perfected devotional body, eternally in the company

of Kr
˙
s
˙
n
˙
a in his transcosmic realm. Responding to Christian Lee Novetzke’s

suggestion that embodiment constitutes the “very epicenter” of bhakti, Holdrege
develops the notion of a processual devotional body, placing her work in

conversation with other theoretical approaches to the body in Hinduism. Like

studies of the ritual body, the ascetic body, or the Tantric body, Holdrege frames

this project as an examination of the logic of practice which brings a new body into

being. She examines the strategic deployment of diverse Purān
˙
ic and Vais

˙
n
˙
ava

sources by Gaud
˙
ı̄ya theologians Rūpa and Jı̄va Gosvāmin, extracting their artful

construction of the basis of the soteriological effectiveness of devotional practice as
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resting on the relationship between the body of the devotee and Kr
˙
s
˙
n
˙
a’s own body.

Holdrege includes Kr
˙
s
˙
n
˙
adāsa Kavirāja’s biography of Caitanya, the founder of the

Gaud
˙
ı̄ya sampradāya, in her analysis, as his portrayal is effectively a narrativization

of Gaud
˙
ı̄ya theology.

In Chapter One, Holdrege introduces the reader to Gaud
˙
ı̄ya ontology, perhaps

better conceived of as a somatic cosmology. She presents an exhaustive taxonomy

of the limitless bodies of Kr
˙
s
˙
n
˙
a. In the Gaud

˙
ı̄ya system, Kr

˙
s
˙
n
˙
a, in his transcosmic

domain of Vraja, is not an avatāra of Vis
˙
n
˙
u, but rather the avatārin. In other words,

Vis
˙
n
˙
u is a subsidiary manifestation of Kr

˙
s
˙
n
˙
a. Kr

˙
s
˙
n
˙
a’s two-armed flute-playing dark

blue form is his pūrṇa (“full”) body, and any being endowed with a jīva (“life

monad”) is a subordinate aṃśa (“fraction”) of the full Kr
˙
s
˙
n
˙
a. Holdrege argues that

this taxonomy is part of a sweeping theology of subordination which demotes rival

Vais
˙
n
˙
ava tradition by making Kr

˙
s
˙
n
˙
a rather than Vis

˙
n
˙
u the true form of the highest

god. It also subordinates other traditions such as Yoga and Advaita Vedānta by

presenting their goal of union with a formless Self, or Brahman, as misguided, for

they have mistaken a mere fraction of Kr
˙
s
˙
n
˙
a for the whole.

In Chapter Two, Holdrege demonstrates that Rūpa and Jı̄va Gosvāmin deploy

rasa-theory as part of this strategy of subordination. Drawing from Bhoja, they

place śṛṅgāra rasa (“the erotic aesthetic”) as the highest and śānta rasa (“the pacific
aesthetic”) as the lowest. In doing so, Gaud

˙
ı̄ya theologians demote Yoga and

Advaita Vedānta, because a pacific experience of the absolute is deemed inferior to

an emotionally charged one. For Holdrege, the aesthetics and ontology are crucially

interrelated. If the jīva is an aṃśa of Kr
˙
s
˙
n
˙
a, then the transformative aesthetic

experience of Kr
˙
s
˙
n
˙
a preman is an ontological one; ecstatic devotional practice is a

transformation of being.

The chapters which follow explore the mesocosmic bodies of Kr
˙
s
˙
n
˙
a with which

the devotee directly engages by chanting, singing, and touching. In Chapter Three,

Holdrege demonstrates how Gaud
˙
ı̄ya authorities make the case that the Bhāgavata

Purāṇa is an avatāra of Kr
˙
s
˙
n
˙
a himself. In Chapters Four and Five, Holdrege

demonstrates that the same logic is operative in the chanting of Kr
˙
s
˙
n
˙
a’s name and in

traveling the land of Braj. Because they are his sound avatāra and place avatāra,
recitations and pilgrimages are the equivalent of touching Kr

˙
s
˙
n
˙
a’s body. Holdrege

never strays far from the theme of subordination. One striking example she provides

is from Kr
˙
s
˙
n
˙
adāsa Kavirāja’s biography of Caitanya: at the moment a Rāma-bhakta

sees Caitanya, the Kr
˙
s
˙
n
˙
a-nāman manifests on his tongue, ousting the name of Rāma

which he had previously been chanting.

Chapter Six examines meditation as a deeply embodied act of internalized

devotion, and one which is crucial for fashioning a siddha-rūpa. Holdrege traces the
various Yogic, Tantric, and ritual sources from which the Gaud

˙
ı̄ya tradition

develops its approach to meditation. Devotees visualize themselves not as having a

divine body, but as having the devotional body of one of Kr
˙
s
˙
n
˙
a’s dear companions,

a parikara (“attendant”) or gopī (“milk maiden”), performing with Kr
˙
s
˙
n
˙
a in a

specific episode of his līlā (“play”) in a specific location in Vraja.

Bhakti and Embodiment is a comprehensive introduction to the intellectual

history of the Gaud
˙
ı̄ya tradition as well as an insightful analysis of the

interpenetration of devotional practice, embodied aesthetics, and cosmology in
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sixteenth-century Gaud
˙
ı̄ya theology. Holdrege’s theorization of a devotional body

will no doubt prove to be a probative category for future studies in South Asian

religion.

Caley Charles Smith

Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts

Knut A. Jacobsen, Mikael Aktor, and Kristina Myrvold, eds., Objects of Worship in
South Asian Religions: Forms, Practices, and Meanings. New York: Routledge,

2015. 232 pages.

In recent years, studies in the field of South Asian religions have increasingly called

for scholars to shift their attention to the importance of the senses, aesthetics,

materiality, and experience in lived and daily religious practices. Objects of Worship
in South Asian Religions contributes to a growing field of scholarship on material

religion in South Asia, specifically adding to conversations about the material nature

of objects of worship, the effects of these objects on devotees and communities of

worship, and the ways that devotees make use of these objects. Other works in the

fields of South Asian religions have discussed materiality and aesthetics with regard

to daily practices. Here, Knut A. Jacobsen, Mikael Aktor, and Kristina Myrvold and

the authors of this volume leverage theories and methods from the fields of lived and

material religion to bring contemporary research in the materiality of South Asian

religious traditions into dialogue with the broader discipline of religious studies.

Objects of Worship in South Asian Religions balances phenomenological and

descriptive studies, highlighting the devotee’s point of view, on the one hand, and

structural and constructed theories of materiality and agency, on the other. The

editors and authors refer to established names in the field of material culture (for

example, Alfred Gell, Brigit Meyer, David Morgan), practice theory (Michel de

Certeau), and phenomenology (Maurice Merleau-Ponty), among others. The

interweaving of theories of materiality and practice in religious studies and textual,

historical, and ethnographic perspectives of South Asian religions supports an

interdisciplinary space that celebrates the complexity and diversity of religious

practices and experiences of materiality.

The essays in this volume address a broad spectrum of practices in India and the

diaspora, including Hindu, Islamic, Jain, Buddhist, and Sikh traditions. Rather than

leave each tradition in a silo, discussing only intratradition practices, the authors of

the volume accurately depict the meshes of traditions in everyday practice through

their investigation into sites (Knut A. Jacobsen, Sara Mondini, Albertina Nugteren),

objects (Mikael Aktor, Irina Glushkova, Ellen Gough, Knut A. Jacobsen, Brigitte

Luchesi, Kristina Myrvold, Xenia Zeiler), practices (Joel Lee, Satnam Singh), and

their multiple meanings for devotees from multiple traditions.

The strength of this volume lies in its focus on relational materiality, specifically

in its exploration of “the practices by which such objects become alive in living

relationships with those who use them” (12). For example, Luchesi and Zeiler

demonstrate how the material nature of objects of worship (jhāṅkīs in Himachal

Pradesh and yantras across Hindu traditions, respectively) affects the sensory and
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emotional experience of their devotees and the very structures of worship. Myrvold

shows how the relationship of Sikh devotees to the Gurū Granth Sāhib transforms

this text into a “living guru,” while Lee demonstrates the social and political

dimensions of these kinds of relationships through his description of how devotees

of the “dissimulated” Islamicate god Lāl Beg help his shrine to “pass” as Hindu in

the current political environment of North India (157–58).

Other authors shed light on the overlooked material dimension of traditions that

is often considered only for its philosophical or contemplative features. In his study

of Sām
˙
khya and material culture, Jacobsen illustrates how philosophical threads of

South Asian religions have a material and lived dimension that often goes

unnoticed, here exemplified by the worship of landscapes and mūrtis of the sage

Kapila. Similarly, Zeiler describes the material affect of yantras in śrīyantra and

dhūmāvatīyantra traditions as a corrective against earlier scholarship that focused

on “concepts of yantras” or corresponding philosophical and mathematical theories

of yantras and practice (67).

All the authors in this volume connect contemporary practice, descriptively or

ethnographically, to historical and textual evolution and transformation. As Gough

and Mondini show in their studies of Jain siddhacakra and Ah
˙
mad Shāh Bahmanı̄

Mausoleum worship traditions, studying the connections between contemporary

worship practices and historical narratives illuminates the nature of materiality in

both instantiations of practice. Singh and Nugteren explore the multiple meanings of

materiality in śāstar pūjā for Nihang Sikh warriors and in worship of the bodhi tree
in Bodhgayā, taking into consideration the changes that diaspora (Singh) and

pilgrimage (Nugteren) bring to transformations of material worship over time and

space. The authors of this volume succeed in illustrating how the study of material

religion need not be confined to the practices of the present.

Objects of Worship in South Asian Religions reaches across disciplinary

boundaries and enters into conversation with the increasingly diverse field of

material religion illustrating the multiplicity of practices and perspectives that South

Asian religious traditions can add to the discussion of materiality. As a reference

volume for scholars and graduate students within the fields of South Asian religious

studies, this work serves as a well-rounded and rich primer for conducting studies of

practice and materiality in South Asian traditions.

Anandileela Devaki Salinas

Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia

István Keul, ed., Banāras Revisited: Scholarly Pilgrimages to the City of Light.
Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2014. 283 pages.

Anyone who has ever even casually visited the city known by various names as

Banaras, Varanasi, or Kashi has been impressed by its unique and distinctive

character. The many temples, narrow lanes, abundance of cows, and seemingly

endless processions of corpses to be cremated on the banks of the river Gaṅgā mark

the city as a sacred space unlike any other. In fact, even living within its precincts is

considered a privilege and carries the special title kāśīvāsī (resident of Kashi), for
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dying here means instant liberation of the soul. Hospices to care for the terminally

ill who flock to the city regularly are thus a prominent sight along the banks of the

fabled river. Not surprisingly, colonialists, pilgrims, and travelers have essentialized

the city over the centuries by creating stereotypes of it, and, in some ways, the

residents mimic those essential qualities noted by writers.

The book under review uses the trope of pilgrimage (tīrtha-yātrā) as a vehicle for
describing and analyzing the multifarious experiences of scholars sojourning within

the sacred precincts in and around the city. Indeed, it has become a mecca for

scholars from all over the world, and probably more books and articles have been

written about it than any other sacred place in India. It is, in some ways, a

veritable microcosm of India. The book resulted from a panel at a conference held in

Trondheim, Norway, as part of a larger project termed “India 2011.” The goal of the

Banaras panel at the conference was, as the editor states in his Introduction,

intended to be “a collection of combined reflections on research interests and

personal insights” (7). The result is something like an intellectual version of a

Fodor’s travel guide.

The volume consists of seventeen papers, beginning with István Keul’s

Introduction, in which he mostly outlines what each of the contributors say. At

the same time, however, he sets the tone for the remainder of the papers in pointing

out that the city is more than just an axis mundi. It is an environment in which

people not only worship, but also work, sing, and play. It is this totalistic perspective

that really encompasses what it means to be a resident of Kashi, where spending a

leisurely afternoon having a picnic in Ramnagar, the less crowded bank of the river

across from Banaras, is as important to living the good life as performing a

circumambulation around the city, as people occasionally do for devotional

purposes during the pañcakrośī yātrā or attending the annual rāmlīlā enactment.

The other papers that follow Keul’s Introduction meander about, so to speak,

touching upon sacred and secular activities, while reflecting on personal experiences

in the city of light (another one of Banaras’ many appellations). We read about

māhātmyas (panegyric texts) of the city alongside accounts of Western tourism,

ethnic diversity in the city, strolling the ghāṭs (steps leading down to the river that

punctuate riverside neighborhoods), finding teachers and academic consultants, the

cacophony of the city’s soundscape, and the impact of media and digitalization. A

common theme that emerges is the relationship between tradition and modernity,

although no single paper addresses this phenomenon in a direct and precise way.

Instead, the papers collectively emphasize the paradoxical nature of the city, as

illustrated by traditional boatmen using cell phones to communicate both with each

other and with tourists. The overall conclusion is that Banaras is not one thing;

rather, it is a cosmopolitan heritage site that is becoming a global center that draws

in pilgrims and tourists, both Indian and foreign. However, it is also important to

acknowledge, as some of the contributors do, that this process of combining sacred

and profane travel has always been a part of the city’s history. The difference today

is, of course, the alarming speed at which movement occurs, which is greater today

than it ever has been in the past.

Several papers address ethnographic fieldwork. Nita Kumar, for example, who is

well known for her previous writings on the popular culture of the city, addresses
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the concept of “academic pilgrimage” most directly, reflecting on what she has

learned from her thirty-two years of experience in the city during which she

established an NGO and founded a school, in addition to her academic work. The

lesson she learned resulted in “Anger,” “Pain,” “Imagination,” and “Love” (219).

Ultimately, she concludes that the more answers she thought she had, the more

questions arose out of those answers. Michael Aktor also addresses the value of

informal data collected at, for example, tea stalls, where the foreign researcher hears

the eternal echo of the call “Hello! Where’re you from?” (233; emphasis in original).

Such data, resulting from what I call the “hanging out” method often proves to be

incredibly valuable in the long run. Informal discourse certainly provides more data,

but it also establishes rapport with the local community and sets the researcher apart

from the oftentimes insensitive backpackers who visit the city in droves on their

way to Kathmandu in the north or Goa in the south. For many travelers, Banaras as a

locale is a fleeting experience, just another stop along the way, but for the diligent

scholar Banaras becomes a part of life. Indeed, some Western scholars themselves

have become kāśīvāsīs, for better or for worse.
Having spent a year in the city during the formative phase of my own career, I

found this volume a refreshing change from much of the other literature on the city

that I have read over the years. But perhaps I am being nostalgic. The essays are not

united thematically, but wander metaphorically, like pilgrims, from one topic to

another. At the same time, however, there is scholarly rigor underlying them. One

distraction I found is the use of a macron over the vowel /a/ (ā) in the English name

for the city (as witnessed in the title above). After all, “Banāras” is only the British

rendering of the Hindi name Varanasi (vārāṇasī), the city at the confluence of the

Varun
˙
ā and Asi rivers. It is true that “Banāras” is now used in vernacular discourse

among locals, but the toponym is really an English one, so transliterating it seems

odd to me.

The book has shortcomings in that certain things are missing. There is a lack of

discussion of the significant Muslim population (although Muh
˙
arram observances

are mentioned by Marc J. Katz in his chapter), the weaving industry, the ubiquitous

nature of wrestling, the constant consumption of the mildly intoxicating pān (betel

and lime chew), and other such everyday matters. Nonetheless, there is much to be

appreciated in this volume. Perhaps the gaps exist because entire monographs have

already been written about some of the aforementioned topics. Not everything can

be accomplished in one slim volume, yet much ground has been covered here.

Frank J. Korom

Boston University, Massachusetts

Jesse Ross Knutson, Into the Twilight of Sanskrit Court Poetry: The Sena Salon of
Bengal and Beyond. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2014. 220 pages.

This is a rich, intellectually engaging study of the Sanskrit poetry of the Sena period

with considerable attention given to sociohistorical processes as they relate to

literary contexts, large and small. It is rare to find an Indological work that so deftly

addresses such a wide range of intellectual ideas, including Marxist contributions.
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Many Sanskrit verses are carefully translated, and their themes are skillfully

integrated into the work’s main arguments. Jesse Ross Knudson provides us with

nuanced readings of numerous important literary themes, often with reference to the

work of Sheldon Pollock. Philologically astute, the work incorporates the results of

epigraphical and numismatic research where appropriate. This slender volume is

chuck-full of ideas and arguments that make for stimulating reading and rereading.

Knutson describes his approach as one that “[explores] a poetics of sadism and

desperation.” This makes for interesting analyses, for example, that the political

poetic focuses “on its uncompromisingly sadistic attitude toward women” (18).

Occasionally, Knutson’s evaluations run astray of more straightforward interpre-

tations, even to the point of raising controversy. The degree to which these readings

appeal will surely depend upon the theoretical presuppositions of various readers.

For example, while commenting on a verse composed by Umāpatidhara in praise of

a Sena king, Knutson characterizes the gift-giving of the king as “a subtle

instrument of degradation” that is inherently violent (41). He argues that the wives

of learned Brāhman
˙
as are depicted as ignorant of the usual forms of wealth, for

example, gems, gold, and the like. His interpretation then goes beyond this first

implication by envisioning the valorization of the Sena kings in contrast with

degraded others, resulting in a conception of “female abjection.” The verse could

equally be taken to show the king’s superiority in giving to any previous king

entrusted with protecting and supporting those who profess to uphold Vedic norms.

Perhaps the “śrotriya brāhmaṇa ladies” are not so much the objects of violent giving

as they are recipients, for the first time, of proper royal compensation for their

lifelong dedication—with their families—to Veda.

Regarding Saduktikarṇāmṛta 1443, Knutson explains that the verse employs a set

of puns (śleṣa) in order to introduce two separate ideas (32). The poet’s challenge is

to make two senses known simultaneously, while also using charming alliterations

and internal rhyme schemes wherever possible. The poem conveys a bard’s address

to his king followed by a narrator’s comment on the reactions to this address by the

king’s enemies and their wives. Knutson concludes that the enemies, facing death,

feel terror and the women “face sexual enslavement and experience an emotion

which certainly exceeds the poet’s choice of words, ‘they feel ashamed’ (lajjante)”
(32). This reading admittedly exceeds the poet’s choice of words, surmising that the

“poems celebrate…experiences we might call sexual trauma and acts we might call

sexual abuse” (32). Such an avowedly overdetermined interpretation should find

favor with those who read the poems as evidence to be used in an indictment of the

culture that produced them. We are left with no doubt about the book’s

programmatic approach: “Feudal lords sought to be lords of the literary. Literature

was clearly itself a political practice, but it also communicated with more

immediately concrete forms of political practice, like killing people and imprisoning

them…” (46).

Amidst the dramatic presentation of ethical ideas, we also find valuable

observations exhibiting keen scholarly insight. In Chapter Two, for example, we are

shown two very similar verses attributed to Umāpatidhara. Knutson argues that the

latter sarcastically castigates the miserliness of the Senas, amounting to a caustic
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rewrite of a royal praise poem. Meticulous attention to historical context, often

involving a wide range of literary parallels, is one of the book’s strengths.

In the final paragraph of the book, we read that readers “can…enter historical

worlds more and more distant from our own” if we are first sensitive not just to

literary structures and tropes, but to “tendencies, and desires” (124). Earlier,

Knutson has explicitly eschewed employing formal literary features of rasa and

dhvani. He replaces these with tropes that he has newly discovered or applied, such

as the Janus-virtue trope in which disparate virtues fall into a natural apposition.

Having dispensed with Indian literary categories, Knutson instead employs three

others: literary registers, literary consolidation, and realism. Literary consolidation

begins “when opposite levels of style or literary registers are made apposite,”

resulting in mutual reflections that produce a new critical perspective which in turn

is “the essence of the concept of realism” (48). The tendencies and desires belong to

poets, kings, their subjects, women, readers, and perhaps also to Knutson himself

who embraces a realism that is “unpredictable, multiple, and contradictory” (49).

Timothy C. Cahill

Loyola University, New Orleans, Louisiana

E. Allen Richardson, Seeing Krishna in America: The Hindu Bhakti Tradition of
Vallabhacharya in India and Its Movement to the West. Jefferson: McFarland, 2014.

240 pages.

Seeing Krishna in America introduces readers to the Pus
˙
t
˙
imārg (“Path of Grace”), a

bhakti sampradāya that grew around the teachings of the Vais
˙
n
˙
ava theologian

Vallabhācārya (1479–1531). The book describes the sampradāya’s fifteenth-century
emergence in North India, the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century movement into

Rajasthan and Gujarat and the twentieth- and twenty-first-century development in

North America. E. Allen Richardson argues that one must have a “working

knowledge” of the Pus
˙
t
˙
imārg’s “social history in India” to understand the

community’s “movement to the West” (7, 166) and that “while connected to the

diverse fabric of popular Hinduism,” the Pus
˙
t
˙
imārg and other bhakti sects represent

a distinct “phase in the development of American Hinduism” (134).

The book has three sections, seven chapters and a useful glossary of Indic terms.

Part One, “Bhakti, Vallabha and the Search for the Sacred,” focuses on the

philosophical system, ritual practices, and sacred landscape developed by

Vallabhācārya and his male descendants—the gurus of the Pus
˙
t
˙
imārg, known as

Gosvāmı̄s. Richardson rightly focuses on the centrality of sevā (“the daily routine of

worshipping Krishna in Pushtimarg” [194]) as a “sensual” and “synaesthetic”

performance that includes singing to, feeding, adorning, and having scheduled

darśans (viewings) of embodied forms of Kr
˙
s
˙
n
˙
a (svarūps) that are housed in palace-

like temples (havelīs) (67). These ritual performances are meant to facilitate the

devotee’s cultivation of bhāva, a “fleeting but transformative” devotional mood or

sentiment and experience of Kr
˙
s
˙
n
˙
a and his līlā, or divine play (39).

In Part Two, “Early History,” Richardson explores how the Pus
˙
t
˙
imārg articulated

its own emergence as a distinct Vais
˙
n
˙
ava sampradāya with strong ties to both the
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Mughal and Rājpūt elite during the seventeenth century. Using Mughal edicts as

primary texts, Richardson begins to consider these narratives of self-fashioning

within the broader historical context of early modern North India and demonstrates

“the relevance of the historical process that enabled the sampradaya to sustain the

symbols of wealth and power through [Mughal and Rājpūt] patronage” (166).

Richardson suggests that these relationships of patronage, which were key to the

Pus
˙
t
˙
imārg’s early survival, were, in many ways, replaced by the financial support

and social capital of wealthy Gujarati devotees during the twentieth- and twenty-

first centuries.

Part Three, “Pushtimarg in America,” is based on the author’s observations in

North American havelīs and aims to situate the Pus
˙
t
˙
imārg’s “movement to the

West” within the context of immigrant experiences familiar to other Hindu—and

also to Jain, Christian, Jewish, and Muslim—communities. Richardson introduces

several havelī communities in the United States, including the Vraj temple of

Pennsylvania, which was founded by a “dedicated group of [Gujarati] entrepre-

neurs” and has become the “spiritual headquarters of Pushtimarg in North America”

(109). He suggests that late twentieth- and early twenty-first-century demographic

shifts in western India allowed for new kinds of globalized “expatriate

entrepreneurs” to become “architects” of the Pus
˙
t
˙
imārg’s “presence in the United

States” (102, 134). However, Richardson continues, regardless of the success and

steady growth of the Pus
˙
t
˙
imārg in North America, sectarian leaders and devotees

have found it difficult to adapt certain sectarian practices in a new cultural and

political landscape (for example, shifting from a “patronage-based tradition” to

“denominationalism” [177]).

Seeing Krishna in America serves as an accessible introduction to the Pus
˙
t
˙
imārg’s

social history, devotional practices, and emergent identity in North America. To a

specialist reader, what is most distinct about Richardson’s book is its consideration

of Pus
˙
t
˙
imārgı̄ya Americans’ devotional lives and self-representation in contempo-

rary contexts. However, while Seeing Krishna in America is the first book-length

publication to consider the Pus
˙
t
˙
imārg beyond India, less than half of the monograph

is dedicated to this subject. Additionally, Richardson does not always make clear

what methods he used for gathering his ethnographic data and rarely introduces the

reader to specific individuals with whom he formed relationships over decades of

research. A more ethnographically nuanced account of Pus
˙
t
˙
imārgı̄ya communities in

the diaspora would have filled an important void in scholarship on the sampradāya.
Furthermore, although Richardson mentions differences between the growth of the

Pus
˙
t
˙
imārg and other Vais

˙
n
˙
ava traditions in North America (145–54), a more focused

discussion of Gujarati communities (including the Svāmı̄nārāyan
˙
sampradāya)

would have put Richardson’s observations into fruitful conversation with other

scholars working on expressions of regional Hinduism in the United States (for

example, the anthropological work of Hanna Kim).

Distracting typographical errors and stylistic inconsistencies aside, had Richard-

son engaged more thoroughly with current scholarship on Pus
˙
t
˙
imārgı̄ya social and

intellectual history (for example, the work of historian Shandip Saha and religious

studies scholar Frederick M. Smith), his book might have avoided certain
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oversights, such as an uncritical account of how Pus
˙
t
˙
imārgı̄ya narratives depicted

the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb’s governance as “tyrannical” (85).

Regardless, Richardson’s book is a welcome addition to scholarship on the

Pus
˙
t
˙
imārg and opens up space for new research on how the tradition continues to

negotiate social and religious change in India and the diaspora.

Emilia Bachrach

Oberlin College, Ohio

Megan Adamson Sijapati and Jessica Vantine Birkenholtz, eds., Religion and
Modernity in the Himalaya. New York: Routledge, 2016. 211 pages.

The volume under review is the product of a number of panels, organized by its

editors, at the Association of Nepal and Himalayan Studies. Thus, the focus and

range of the volume elide a broadly based “world religions” approach: though its

essays discuss Hindu, Buddhist, and Muslim populations throughout the Himalayan

region, it consistently attends to the ways that these religious populations

strategically deploy texts, technology, iconography, practice, and educational

schemes towards practical ends. The lived religion methodology applied throughout

the volume allows its contributors to discuss “why, when, and where practices,

discourses, and even the category of religion are engaged by varying individuals and

groups in the region” and how “boundaries and crossings—material, discursive,

gendered, spatial—…shape the lived worlds of people in the Himalaya” (3, 6). In

her Introduction, Megan Adamson Sijapati further articulates (transregional and

global) peripherality and (local) emplacement, twin subthemes that acknowledge

the unique ways in which Himalayan people and groups account for their

relationship to a rapidly growing sense of modernity (9).

Following Sijapati’s Introduction, the volume is divided into three sections. The

first section, “Space, Place, and Material Modernities” contains three essays, two of

which deal with the unique social geography of Uttarakhand, India. Andrea Marion

Pinkney’s “Pocketing the Himalaya” describes three “modern māhātmyās,”
contemporary versions of inexpensive printed encomia available at pilgrimage

sites throughout North India. What makes these māhātmyā “modern” is their

appearance—in the late nineteenth century, the 1920s, and the 1960s—at moments

of great change in the modes of transportation available to pilgrims. These modern

texts, functioning in much the same way that they did in nineteenth-century Europe,

promoted travel, in this case to the Cār Dhām (“Four Abodes”): they created new

publics as they transformed “readers into travellers and, by extension, into pilgrims”

(77). Luke Whitmore’s essay also focuses on changing pilgrimage patterns to the

Cār Dhām, specifically to Kedarnath, but focuses more on twenty-first century

technology. Along with a replacement of the tradition of walking the road to

Kedarnath with transport by rail, car, or even helicopter, patterns of darśan are

being supplanted by (or supplemented with) the proliferation of videos that “lavish

equal attention on journey and destination” (35). These videos, available for

purchase in the markets of Uttarakhand or for viewing on the Internet, draw upon

traditional notions of interacting with Hindu deities to “[engage] the textures of
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South Asian modernities” (37). Finally, in her essay entitled, “T-Pop and the Lama,”

Holly Gayley describes similar technology, observing how the music videos

produced in Buddhist monasteries within Tibetan areas of the People’s Republic of

China offer “a new and compelling medium in which to combine devotional lyrics,

pop melodies, and video footage of the lama as the focal point of ritual occasions”

(43–44).

The second section, “Gods and Place: Migration, Deities and Identities,” contains

two essays on the relationship of Himalayan divinities to those who celebrate them.

Jessica Vantine Birkenholtz’s essay details the Newar goddess Svasthānı̄ (“the

Goddess of One’s Own Place”) and the recent changes to her month-long festival

celebrated in the winter month of Māgh in Sankhu village in Nepal’s Kathmandu

Valley. With broader commercialization via newspapers, radio, and the Internet, her

festival now has appeal beyond the Newar language, beyond the local population of

Sankhu, beyond the difficult vows her devotees practice, beyond the month of

Māgh, and, with the construction of a temple in Sankhu where a consecrated image

of Svasthānı̄ is enshrined, beyond her traditional aniconic form. In the second essay,

Radhika Govindrajan theorizes the complexity of Gaṅganāth of the Kumaon region

of Uttarakhand. Drawing upon interviews with men and women of higher and lower

castes, the author illustrates “how religious categories and practices associated with

Ganganath are caught up in a complex politics of gender, caste, and regional

difference” (109). Among the many nuanced ways in which the story of Gaṅganāth

is received and retold, the varied attention to his sexual exploits with the married

woman Bhānā provoked the most anxiety: upper caste men skipped this element of

the story; lower caste gurus would “blush and laugh nervously” in their telling of it;

and some local women held Gaṅganāth to be a “modern god” whose love of Bhānā

showed him to be a pre-NGO forerunner of women’s rights (mahilā adhikār) (112–
17). At issue in this anxious reception of the “adulterous” Gaṅganāth are his Nepali

origins; this heritage connects him directly to the poor Nepali laborers working in

Kumaon, who are themselves “dangerously similar” to the local Kumaonis and who

are seen as an impediment to development (117).

The authors of the three essays in the volume’s final section, “Education,

Governance, Official Discourses, and Religion” detail educational strategies

undertaken by religious communities in three Himalayan subregions. Nadine

Plachta describes the Tibetan Buddhist Khachoe Ghakyil Ling nunnery in

Kathmandu, Nepal and its development as an independent center of national

and international learning and outreach for Buddhist women since its

establishment in 1992 (134). Katherine J. L. Miller’s essay, “Schooling

Virtue,” analyzes the relationships between secular and Islamic education in

Pakistan’s Hunza Valley. And Elizabeth Allison’s essay on waste management

in Bhutan questions the absence of traditional Buddhist language of purity and

pollution in the Bhutanese government’s efforts to spread education about the

best means to deal with the accumulated trash that has resulted from the recent

importing of foreign goods.

Though each of the volume’s essays may not initially appeal to all students and

scholars of religion in the Himalaya, its consistent thematic foci—a lived religion

approach and its attention to peripherality, emplacement, and modernity—ably
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connect the wide diversity of subregions and of religious institutions that its essays

cover. Thus, this excellent volume will encourage new and experienced audiences to

make connections among its essays and to question what it means to be religious in

the Himalaya today.

Michael Baltutis

University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh
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